May 3, 2010

Definitions Matter

Welcome to the Health Freedom Minute. This is Twila Brase president of Citizens’ Council on Health Care.

Definitions determine whether you win or lose under ObamaCare.

For instance, large insurers must spend 85% of all premium dollars on medical care. Small insurers…a little less. As the June 1st deadline to define “medical expense” approaches, the Wall Street Journal reports that attempts to influence the definition of medical versus administrative expense “have reached a fever pitch…”

Large plans are reclassifying administrative costs into medical costs to meet the requirement. But small plans, especially those selling individual policies, have higher administrative costs, may not be able to reclassify them, and may be run out of business.

Mr. Obama doesn’t care about small plans. Under ObamaCare, large plans will run national health care.

For more information, go to healthfreedomminute.net.

The Health Freedom Minute is heard weekdays in Minnesota on WWTC AM1280 The Patriot